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SUMMIT HEALTHCARE
Integration & Automation Experts

WE BUILD TECHNOLOGY THAT WORKS THE WAY YOU WISH IT WOULD.

Summit Healthcare offers the healthcare community with a premier suite of tools to address integration, 
interoperability, patient matching, workflow automation, data management, and business continuity. Designed to 
work together as a complete solution for organizations using any healthcare information system, each component 
of the Summit Product Suite can be used independently or in combination to meet the specific needs of your 
organization.  

Summit Healthcare is here to assist your organization when upgrading or migrating your EHR, consolidating your 
interface landscape, tackling time-consuming manual tasks, dictionary/domain management struggles, duplicate 
patient record challenges, and downtime requirements.  These projects whether short-term or long-term often 
consume your organizations strategic initiatives and IT department. Consider the advantages of partnering with 
one integration and automation vendor with extensive healthcare experience.  We are proud of our 1,000 clients and 
98% customer retention rate.  

Learn how you can take control of your healthcare systems integration.

Phone: (781) 519-4840   
Email: info@summit-healthcare.com

www.summit-healthcare.com
35 Braintree Hill Park, Suite 303, Braintree, MA 02184



AUTOMATION SUITE
Ever-increasing regulations and costs make processes in the healthcare industry complex, time-consuming, and 
error prone. A hospitals top priority is patient care. Through Robotic Process Automation, hospitals are able to 
provide faster, better, and more accurate delivery of information resulting enhanced customer service and superior 
patient care. 

Summit HealthStore 
A single repository for all clinical and 
administrative data sources across the healthcare 
enterprise.  Retire legacy applications and 
provide a secure way to seamlessly access data 
outside your EHR.

INTEROPERABILITY PLATFORM
EHR adoption and Interoperability is at the forefront of the challenges facing hospitals today. The ability to access 
and share patient information amongst internal and external systems/entities is key to improving patient outcomes 
as they move through the continuum of care.  
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Summit Exchange 
Delivers standards-based interface support, 
allowing you to successfully connect disparate 
systems, gather and normalize data, and 
streamline connectivity, communication, and 
data exchange.

Summit EMPI 
Provides for a central source of consistent 
patient identities and demographic data with 
extended support for multiple identifiers 
across your ecosystem.

Summit All Access 
Secure, fully audited data availability to 
everyone in your organization, or surrounding 
healthcare community, with convenient 24/7 
access to the data through the web.

Summit Scripting Toolkit 
The most versatile and powerful RPA 
application available in healthcare. From 
the simplest script to the most complex 
processes, SST provides a cost-effective 
solution that enables organizations to 

Summit InSync 
The market leading solution for dictionary/
domain management through extraction, 
analysis and synchronization. Keep your data 
accurate between test and live, across multiple 
platforms and domains. 

Summit Provider Exchange 
An enhanced bi-directional solution, which 
simplifies patient registration, inbound orders 
and outbound results between your acute EHR 
and ambulatory systems.


